Observation Record
Unit(s) to be Assessed
(Insert Unit Number(s) and
Titles(s)

317 318 325 339 416

PLEASE NOTE: all names in this record have been changed

NAME: Carol Black
Skills/Activities Observed
I carried out a direct observation of Carol ’s skills in relation to the above units on Monday
5th March 2018 at the Braes Exhaust and Tyre Centre. Carol manages the office and all
administration activities for the business. This involved a range of very varied
administration work including dealing with customers, making up quotes, handing
customer calls, ordering stock from a range of suppliers, managing budgets, entering
stock into bespoke software, managing financial transactions, managing customer
appointments, making up adverts for the local newspaper, and managing their social
media pages etc. When visiting Carol she was busy working away on reception. The
reception area was clean, tidy and well presented.
Carol keeps the business Facebook page up to date; this includes listing videos, new
stock arriving, photographs of work undertaken, tyre performance information etc. There is
also a review facility that Carol keeps a close eye on, to monitor customer feedback. The
current rating is 5 stars, which shows that the business is meeting customers’ needs well.
Carol is fully aware of the importance of having an online presence on Facebook, as it is
a very easy way to promote their products and services to local people. At the top of their
page, they have information regarding products with contact details so that customer can
contact them for a quote. Other business promotions are advertised through the local
newspaper and via the local radio station. (325 P8, K1, K6, K11)

Above is a screen print from the Braes Exhaust and Tyre Centre Facebook page showing
customer reviews. Currently the rating is 5 stars. You can view customer feedback
above. I asked Carol why it was important to regularly monitor feedback, and use
feedback to improve the services. She stated that it was very important to monitor
customer satisfaction, and if or when negative feedback is received to look at how areas of
weakness can be addressed, and identify measures to ensure standards remain as high
as possible. She stated that improvements are of upmost importance to make sure
customers are happy and subsequently use the service again in the future, and hopefully
recommend the business to others. Carol stated that recently they have been looking into
providing customers with a vending machine or tea/coffee service while customers wait for
their tyres/exhausts to be fitted. After looking into this in great depth, it was identified that
offering a full beverage service meant that they would have to provide toilets. Recently
the business purchased additional space next to their garage; the future development of
this space will be to have a small shop, new reception area, and a waiting room with
professional beverage service, television, and customer toilets. These improvements will
help customers to feel more comfortable while waiting for their car to be fixed. (325 P1,
P8, P9, P10, K2, K3, K4, K8, K11, K12)

I asked Carol what her day-to-day activities included, she stated that communicating with
customers is a large part of her job; she answers the telephone regularly throughout each
working day. Carol explained that when she deals with customers she takes time to
identify their needs, to look at options available for tyres, exhausts. She provides different
pricing options for different makes, and models and tries to listen actively to what the
customers’ needs are regarding the quality/budget of items. She will check stock levels,
price items online and provide the customer with a quote, and timescale for the fitting of
tyres or exhausts. I asked her why it was important to provide accurate timing for the
fitting of items. She said that this was very important, as customers need to know when
their vehicle can be booked in, and when it will be ready. By providing accurate timings,
customers can make arrangements for their car to be delivered, and look at alternative
ways to get around. Sometimes staff members will run customers back home, or to work if
needed. (325 P1, P3, P4, K1, K2, K4, K6, K7)

In order to meet customers’ needs Carol regularly orders stock i.e. tyres and exhausts.
Carol stated that the business keeps a very limited range of stock in the building. This is
because there is not enough room to stock a large range of tyres and exhausts; also that it
is hard to predict what customers want to buy. Furthermore, it is very expensive to have a
large range of items in stock. Therefore, regular online purchasing means that the
business only purchases items that are guaranteed to be sold to customers. I asked Carol
if this means that customers wait longer, she stated that this is correct, however
timescales are very good, items purchased before 1pm from Aberdeen can be delivered to
Braes the next day, this therefore means that customers are not waiting long for their
items. Each time a customer requires items, Carol will discuss the best options, look at
price range of goods and provide the customer with all the information needed in order for
them to make an informed choice about what best meets their needs and budget. Carol
will then go ahead and order the goods online. She will looks at all the different suppliers,
identify what items are coming in at the best price, she also considers shipping costs,
timescales for delivery, once this has all been calculated and she is happy, she will then
order the goods online. She will receive a confirmation email to confirm her order. When
items arrive she enters the items into her information system called TEAM, she then
contacts the customer to arrange for them to come in to have the items fitted. Branded
products sourced include Maxxis, Firelli, Event, Riken, Apollo, BF Goodrich. (318 P1, P2,
P3, P4, P5, K1, K2, K3, K4, K9)
In order to handle financial transactions Carol uses a bespoke software system called
TEAM. This system is used to handle stock, create invoices, log payments, log purchase
orders, and to handling customers contact details. Carol can navigate and use the
system with ease. She demonstrated how she looks up customer information, how
information can the entered and edited with ease, she can also create invoices quickly and
can create reports to monitor the monthly budgets etc. I asked Carol why it was important
to keep the information system up to date. She stated that this was of upmost importance
in order to accurately keep track of the business finances and to ensure that invoices are
sent, and payments are tracked, she can therefore provide correctly information regarding
incoming and outgoing funds. Linking customer accounts to invoicing, and linking
payments. (339 ST1.1, ST1.2, ST3.4) (317 P3, K5)
Another large part of Carol ’s administration duties is to ensure that budgets are monitored
accurately, and sales information is logged and analysed on a regular basis to ensure
business activity is successful. Carol also stated that it is important to try to grow the
business therefore regularly analysing and reporting sales data helps to confirm if
promotions and special offers have been successful in attract more customers, and also
look at how well marketing activities are helping to grow their business. Regular sales data
is given to her manager in the agreed format within designated timescale. Informal
meetings or conversations are conducted to discuss the report findings, and to agree the
success or development needs to attract new customers, to promote new products or to
ensure customers return to buy additional items. (317 P1, P2, P3, P8, K5)
When ordering goods and items that will be held in stock Carol will discuss requirements
with her manager, they will then agree a budget. In order to provide an accurate budget to
her manager Carol will source products online, the will look at the different types of
products needed and compare prices. She will then tally up all the required items and
produce a realistic budget. She will then give the budget documentation to her manager.
Once approved Carol will then go ahead and order the required items. She will enter the

items into stock once they arrive. She will then monitor sales of these items. If at any
time stock starts to run low, she would then make updates to the agreed budget, and
forward the information to her manager for agreement. At the end of each month Carol
will provide her manager with sales report and if requested she can easily pull together a
list of all items held in stock. (416 P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P7, P8, K1, K3, K4, K14)

Photograph of Carol on reception

Photograph of the customer
waiting area in reception. The
area was very well presented;
there was a good selection of
magazines and newspapers,
leaflets, and a feedback form.
The area was very clean and
tidy. (325 K1, K1, K2, K4)

Completed feedback sheets from customers. (325 P8, K11)

Photograph of Carol talking to a customer on the telephone. (325 P1, K3)

When visiting Carol she was busy collating a report for the sales breakdown for months
Nov 2017, December 2017, January 2018 for their accountant Alan. Carol demonstrate
how she produces the report from their bespoke software application called TEAM. She
selected the correct menu, she then entered the sales dates, she then ran the report,
printed it, she then scanned the data into the PC and emailed it over to Alan. (317 P1, P2,
P3, K3, K5, K6)

Team software used to collate a sales breakdown report (317 P1, K3)

Photograph of Carol scanning the sales breakdown document into the computer as a
PDF file prior to emailing it to their accountant.

Photograph of the XYZ website that Carol uses to source tyres for customers. She
stated that some customers don’t know what tyres they need. She said that customers
can give her their car registration number, she can then search for information regarding
the cars tyres from there, or alternatively she would go outside and look at the actual tyres
if the customer has taken their car to the garage. She stated that she posted information
on Facebook recently regarding how customers can check their car tyre details. Carol
sources tyres on a daily basis, she always tries to make sure she sources the best tyres to
meet customers requirement’s at best value for money. Carol stated that she sometimes
she has to order more expensive tyres from ABC who are based in Aberdeen if XYZ
cannot deliver on time. Carol is fully aware of the importance of sourcing quality products
at best value for money. This helps to make sure that the customer receives the best deal
possible. (318 P1, P4, K1, K2, K6, K7)

Facebook customer
information on how to check
tyre size, load, speed
markings.
(325 P1, P3, K1, K2, K4)

Photograph below shows Carol checking her email inbox. She stated that she checks her
email inbox at regular intervals each day.

I asked Carol how she orders tyres and exhausts, she stated that she orders all stock
online, she then receives confirmation emails. An example is shown below: (318 P3, P5,
P7, K2, K7, K9)

Once the stock arrives she enters the information into Team so that it appears in stock.
She showed me her deliver note folder shown below: she also demonstrated how items
are entered into stock. She explained that if the same items are re-ordered the have a
stock code, it is a quick and easy process to enter these items.

Photograph of Carol
entering incoming stock
into Team. (318 K9)

All purchases are entered into a spreadsheet as shown below: (318 K7, K9)

Screen below shows Carol entering stock into Team. (318 K9)

Screen below shows Carol entering stock into Team. (318 K9)

I asked Carol if the company has ongoing marketing. She stated that the business is
always trying to promote new products, service and generally keep local people informed
about their business. Marketing includes Facebook, local newspaper and the local radio.
Carol showed me a new package deal she was given from the Braes Times, she had an
information booklet, in which she showed me the deal (starter package) they have signed
up for recently. The marketing will run for three months. (318 P1, P3, P4, P5, P7, K1,
K2, K3, K5, K7) (325 P1, K4)

